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The semi-direct splitting of the radical in a ring has been our concern 
in [a]. For a fairly wide class of rings the existence of a complement of the 
radical has been established. Nothing, however, was said concerning the 
extent to which such a complement is unique. For finite dimensional algebras 
which are separable modulo their radical this question was answered by 
A. Malcev ([13], th. 2, p. 42). He proved the following theorem: 
Let A be a finite dimensional algebra and suppose -J/R(A) is separable. 
If  A contains two semi-simple subalgebras Hr , H, such that 
A=H,+R=H,+R and H, n R = (0) for i-1,2, 
then there exists an element II E R such that (1 - 11) H,(I - n)-’ = Hz ; i.e., 
all complements of R in A are conjugate under an inner automortihism 
generated by an element in the radical. 
This uniqueness theorem was extended by C. Curtis ([5], th. 1 p. 80) to the 
case where n{R(A)’ : i =~- 1, 2, 3 . ..) : (0}, the algebra A is complete in the 
R-adic topology and d/R is finite dimensional, separable. Both authors use 
their hypotheses about the radical. Using the tools introduced in [7], we will 
be able to dispense with all the extra hypotheses on the structure of the radical; 
i.e., we will prove that any two complements of the radical in an algebra -4 
which is finite dimensional, separable modulo the radical are conjugate under 
an inner automorphism generated by an element of the radical. Actually, 
we prove more. The semigroup method applied will turn out to be robust 
enough to extend the assertion to a wide class of linearly compact rings. 
In order to have a brief expression, we will frequently say that the Malcev 
theorem is true for a ring -g, whenever it is true that any two complements of 
the radical in the category of topological rings are conjugate under an inner 
automorphism generated by an element in the radical. I f  we talk about com- 
* This paper is part of the author’s dissertation which was written under the 
supervision of Professor K. H. Hofmann at Tulane University. 
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plements in an algebra over a field R, we shall mean only such complements 
of the radical in the category of rings that are also subalgebras of the given 
algebra. 
All the results on semigroups used in the following can be found in [4]. 
For the definition of summability in topological groups we refer to [3]. 
We start out with a lemma which will be crucial for everything that follows. 
1 LEMMA. Let A be a ring and B an ideal contained in the radical of A. 
Let eI , e2 be orthogonal idempotents in A/B and suppose there are idempotents e1 , 
g, E e, , ep , g2 E ez such that eiej -: g,gj == 0 for i ~6 j. Then there exist 
idempotents fL E e, for i = 1, 2 such that: 
(1) f@e, and f&Ye, 
and f,L?g, and f&-; , i.e., fi is S?-equivalent to e, and Z-equivalent to g, in the 
semigroup e, + B. Similarly, fi is Z-equivalent to e, and 9-equivalent to g, 
in ez + B. For definitions we refer to ([4], p. 47). Dually there exist idempotents 
f; E I?~ fey i = 1, 2 such that 
and f@g, and fz9’ge, 
(2) 
(3) 
and 
fLf2 = hfi = 0. 
(el +fJ ej(fl + 4 = fi 
(81 +fAfi(fi + ‘k-2) = Et . 
These two statements together imply: 
(gl + fiNeI + fd ei(fi f  edfi i- gJ == gi . 
(4) If  1 = el t ez , say, then 1 = g, f  g, and there exists 6, b E B such that 
(1 - 4 = (gl +f2Xel +fJ = (.h + gled, 
(1 - 5) = (fi + e2)(fi i- g2) -= (fi A- e, gJ 
and hence 
(1 -b)ei(l -b) =gi for i = 1,2, 
where 6 is the quasi-inverse of b. 
(5) If  1 = e, + e, == fi + f2 then it is not possible that ey2fl and e2.%?f2 if 
et * fi ’ 
(1) As all idempotents of e, - R e, , i I, 2 arc contained in the 
completely simple minimal idcal k’; of e, ~.- B by ([7], Th. I), there are idem- 
potents f, , i == 1, 2 such that e,.@r and ,fIYgl and e,Pcl and f$?gz (see the 
“egg-box picture”). 
(2) If  we choose the idempotentsf, in this manner, thenf,f, :~= 0 ~=f,fi , as 
wc will show next : r,.Xf, implies e, fi z fi and fiel = e, hence 
%.fi = ezelfi = 0, fIYg, implies figI = fi and gI fi -= g, , hence 
0 = fig, t e,Yfz implies e, ft  = c2 and fze, =~ f2 , hence 0 -= f2el , f@g, 
implies f2g2 := g, and g, f2 = f, , hence 0 = g, f, . 
I f  we put this information together we obtain: 
By a similar calculation one obtains: 
(*I 
(fi + eJ( fi -i g&h -i-fJ(e, +fd = ez - e, , 
(a 4 f&l m1~f2)(fi ml- eJ(fi im id -= gl 4-h. 
(4) The semigroup 1 -/ B contains a unique idempotent, namely 1. 
Hcncc I g, -t g, . Let /, : ‘-1 + zil,'B be the natural projection map. 
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If e, 1- e, := g, + g, = 1, then p(f, + g,e,) = i = p(f, + e,g,). Hence 
(f2 + g,e,) =: 1 - b and fr -- eng, = I - b with b, 6 E B. Now we use (*) 
and together with the extra hypothesis e, + e, .z g, -‘g, = 1 we obtain 
(I -b)(l -6) ~: (1 -@(I -6) = I.HenccIToh =606-O. 
2 Tmonm. Let L4 be a complete ring with identity and left ideal neighbov- 
hoods of zero. Suppose B is a closed ideal contained in the radical of ‘3. Let 
{e, : i t I> and {gi : i E I} be taco sets oj. pairwise orthogonal, sumnzable idem- 
patents such that 1 = C e, z x gl and e, -fl g,(B) for each i E I. Then there 
exists a~ element b E B such t?lat 
(1 - b) ei(l - 6) = gi, 
with h the quasi-inverse of b. 
Proof. For each i we consider the pairs 
e, , k, L= I - e, ; gj ,g; = 1 -gg, . 
Then we construct idempotents fi , f:. as in Lemma 1 and get 
(5 + hv,) 4fi + G5) = gi . 
By Lemma 1 (4) f? + g;e, = (I - bi) with some b, E B. Since e& = 0, 
we have 
(1 - b,) e4fJ = gj , whence (e, - b4 ei(fi) = gi . 
By hypothesis the ring A has left ideal neighborhoods of zero and the 
idempotents e, are summable, thus {b,e, : i ~1) is a summable family, too. 
By Lemma 1 (1) fL9gi which implies figi = fi . By hypothesis the idem- 
potents gi are summable. Hence by the same reason as above the family of 
idempotents {fz : i E I> is a summable. Let (1 - b) =: C {ei - b,ei : i ~1) and 
n = C {f, : i EZ}, then b = 2 {b,ei : i ~1) is an element of B, since .B is 
closed by hypothesis. The idempotents ei are pairwise orthogonal by 
assumption and e$?fi hence fL = eLfi , by Lemma I( I). These remarks 
together with the continuity of multiplication in d imply 
(1 -b)e;a ==gi. 
Again, by the continuity of multiplication 
(1 - b) n = (1 .- b) (C ej) a = C (I - b) eia = Cgi = 1, 
n is a right inverse of 1 ~ b and therefore has the form a = 1 - 6, with 
h E B. Clearly 6 is the right quasi-inverse of b. But b E B C R(A). Hence b 
@I/12/3-6 
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has a twosided quasi-inverse, which means that b is actually the quasi-inverse 
of b and a = 1 - 6 is also a left inverse of (1 ~ b). 
3 Remark. Let A be a ring, b E R(A) and 6 the quasi-inverse of 6. I f  the 
ring A does not have an identity the notation (1 .- b) x(1 - 6) is still 
meaningful; one just has to interpret it as 
x - bx - x6 -‘- bsb. 
It is easily checked that the map 
x ---f x - bs - xb + bxb 
is an automorphism of A. Whether or not A contains an identity we will refer 
to the map 
x ---f (1 - b) x( 1 - 6) :z:. x - bx - X6 -1. bxb 
as the inner automorphism of A generated by the element b E R(J). 
4 COROLLARY. Let A be a complete ring with left ideal neighborhoods of zero. 
Suppose that B is a closed ideal contained in the radical of a-1. Let {ei : i E I> and 
(gi : i E I} be two sets of pairwise orthogonal, summable idempotents such that 
e, = g,(B) for i E I. Then there exists an element b t B such that 
(1 - 6) e,(l - 6) = gi, 
where b is the quasi-inverse of b. 
Proof. Let e -: x {ei : i E 11 and 6 - C {g, : i t I). I f  il does not contain 
an identity, then we consider the ring k obtianed from .-I bJ- adjoining an 
identity 1 such that A is an open ideal in 2. Then the ring AT and the idem- 
potents (1 ~ e, ei : i E I> and (1 -g, g, : i E 1: satisfy all the hy-potheses of 
Theorem 2. Hence there exists a 
such that 
(1 -b)e(l -b) =g and (1 -b)e,(l ~-6) =p!, 
where & is the quasi-inverse of b. 
THEOREM 5. Let A be a complete ring with left ideal neighborhoods of zero. 
Suppose there is an isomorphism f : A/R 4 n (Ai : i E I> of A/R onto the direct 
product of rings A, zGth identities {e? : i t I,. t Assume the radical in A is closed 
and splits semi-directly. Let H1 and H, be tulo complements of R in the category 
of topological rings, then there exist two sets {e, : i t: Ij, {f, : i E I) of pairwise 
orthogonal, summable idempotents in II, , Ii2 respectively, which map onto the 
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idempotents f-‘(ei) of --3/R under the canonical projection h : A -P AIR. 
Furthermore the lllalcev theorem is true fey A ;f it is true for the rings f,ilf, . 
Proof. By assumption the restriction fhL , i = 1, 2 of the map fh to the 
subrings HI, H, respectively, are isomorphisms. We identify Z~ with its 
canonical image in JJ {Ai : i EI}. Clearly the idempotents {ei : i EZ} are 
orthogonal, summable and add up to the identity of n A, . Hence there exist 
sets {ei = h;lf-l(cJ : i E Z}, {fi = h~‘f~‘(eJ : i E 3} respectively, of 
pairwise orthogonal, summable idempotents of HI, H, respectively, and 
h(e,) = h,(eJ = h2(fi) = h(fi;) = f-l(Z!). Denote by C {eiHle, : i EZ} the 
subring of HI generated by the subrings e,f3rei . Since HI is isomorphic to 
A = JJ (-4 z : i E I} = n {F~%?~ : i E 3} the subring 2 {e,33,ei : i E Z} is dense 
in H, . The subring C {fiH2f, : i E I) is defined in the same way. By the same 
reason as above it is dense in H, . To prove the last assertion of the theorem 
it suffices by the principle of extending identities to exhibit an element 
b E R(A) such that 
(1 - 6) (c Gk~) (1 - 6) = @fJ%f~). 
and 6 is the quasi-inverse of 6. In order to show this it suffices to exhibit an 
element b, E R such that 
(1 - 4) eiHle,U - 6,) = fiHzfi for all i E I, 
and 6” is the quasi-inverse of b, . Let e = C {ei : i E I} and f  = C {fL : i E I}, 
then by Corollary 4 there exists an element b,, E R(A) such that 
(1 -- h,,) e( 1 - 6,) = f  and (1 - b,) e,(l - 6,) == fj for all i E I. Hence 
(1 - b,,) eiA!lei( 1 - 6,) = fJfj for all i El. In particular 
(1 -- h) e&,(1 - 4d r fi(l - b,) W1 - Qf, CfJfL . 
The radical R(f,.4f<) is f,-jf, n R ~: f,Rf? and 
fjAf; = .f,H,f, -L f!Rf, = f;( 1 - b,) 33,( 1 - 6,) fj m;- f<Rfi . 
Furthermore fiH2fj n fiRf, =.: (01, since fiH2fj C H, , f lRff CR and 
II, n R = (0). Also fi( 1 - b,) ZZl( 1 - b,J fi n fLRfj = {0}, since 33r n R = (0). 
FVe assumed that -4 =: 33r L R -: H, $- R splits in the category of topo- 
logical rings. Hence 
fzAfj = f<ZfJ, Y- f,Rfi 7~ fi( 1 -- ho) Hr( 1 - 60) fi - f?Rfi 
splits in the category of topological rings. Bv hypothesis there exists an 
element bj E fiRfi such that 
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for all i E I, where bi is the quasi-inverse of bi . By hypothesis ,GI has left ideal 
neighborhoods of zero, hence the summability of the set of idempotents 
{fi : i~1} implies the summability of the sets {fi ~- bi _ (fi - b,)11 : i ~1) 
and {fi - 6, r= (fi - bi)fi : i E I). JI’e recall that f  T: x fj and fjfj -= 0 for 
;~j.Letf--‘~=C(f,--b,:iEI)andf-- -C{fi--bj:i~I),then 
b’, 6’ E R since R is closed and 6’ is the quasi-inverse of b’. IVe define 
(f ~ b) (f - b’)( I - b,) and (f -- 6) (1 - b,,)(f - 6’). Then we obtain 
by construction: 
(1 - b) e,Hle,(I - 6) z= (1 -- b’)(l - b,) ejZJle,( 1 - 6J( I ~ 6’) 
z= (f - 6’) fi( 1 --- bo) HJ 1 - b,,) fi(f - b’) 2~ fiH2.f, 
This finishes the proof by our initial remark. 
6 DEFINTION. Let A be a complete, topological ring with identity and 
left ideal neighborhoods of zero. Then a family {eij : i, j E I> of elements of aq 
is called a system of matrix units i f f  
(1) eiie,,.l = &e,, and 
(2) The subfamily (ej; : j E I> is summable and 1 : 2 ejj . 
We usually will write ej instead of e,; 
(7) Let A be a ring with identity, left ideal neighborhoods of zero and a 
set {e,j : i, j t I} of matrix units. Then all the subrings ei,=2e,,l are isomorphic. 
Specifically eLjAeR, = e,Ae, for all i, j, k t1. 
(8) Let the hypothesis be as in (7). Then the rings 
B’ := ) b E A : b =- c !eI;laeII: : k E I, a E z4 I( , 
B = lb E L4 : b mm c )eliiaejfc : k E I, a E A/ ( for all i,j E i, 
and 
B2 -= ) b E A : b =: 1 )e,ae,: : k t I, a t .4 ( \ 
are equal. 
Proof. Clearly B1 C B (after (7)). -4s e,,Aej, = e,Ae, , it follows that for 
each e,,ae,, E e,,.4ej, there csists an a’ E A such that el,aejl == ela’el . Let 
b E B, say 
b = c (ekiaejl, : k EL;, 
then 
b = 1 {e,l(eliuejl) elh : k ~1: == c {ekla’elli : k ~1) E B1. 
Similarly one shows B2 =m= B. 
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(9) Let A = H + R(A) be a semi-direct product of a ring Hand its radical. 
Then we will refer to any set of matrix units of i2 contained in 11, as a system 
of mat& u&s associated with H. 
(10) Let the hypotheses be as in (8) and let A : A - B be the diagonal map 
defined by A(a) = C (eiaei : i E I}. Then 
(a) B is a closed subring of A. 
(1~) B z e,AqC for all k. 
(c) Suppose the radical R(A) is closed, then the radical R(B) of B is closed 
and contained in R(A). 
(d) If  A = H + R(A) is a splitting in the category of topological rings 
and if {eij : i, j E I} is a system of matrix units associated with the complement 
N, then the radical in B splits and d(e,He,) is a complement of d(e,Re,) the 
radical of B. 
(c) The ring B commutes with all the matrix units {eij : i, j E I}. 
Proof. 
(e) : (x {eklaelk : h E I]) eij = eilaelj 
eij 
i 
C {ek.ae,, : k E I] ) = eilaelj 
(a) A contains the ring C eiAei which is isomorphic to the ring n e,Aei 
[S, I]. Clearly B C C e,Ae, , hence the map A is continuous. Furthermore 
A’ = A, thus d(A) = B is the kernel of the continuous map (1 - O), which 
means B is closed. 
(1,) First we show: e,Ae, = Be, . Clearly Be, -- {(C e,L,ae,,) e, = 
elael : a E A} = erz4e, . The mapping B - Be, , defined by 6 --r be, , is an 
isomorphism. 
(c) The inverse of the isomorphism of item (b) is the diagonal map 
A : e,Ae, -F B, defined by d(a) = 2 { k1 1L e ae : k EI}. Clearly d maps the 
radical e,Re, of e,Ae, onto the radical of B. By hypothesis R(A) is closed in .4, 
hence e,Re, =~: e,Ae, CT R = R(e,Ae,) is closed in e,AP, . 
(d) It suffices to show that the splitting of the radical of il implies the 
splitting of the radical of e,Ae, , where e, belongs to an associated system of 
matrix units. Let A = H + R and e12 = = ei E H, then e,Ae, = e,Me, -C e,Re, . 
eiHe, is a subring of e,Ae, and e,He, n e,Re, = {0), since e,lle, C N, 
e,Re, C R and H CT R = (0). 
11 THEOREM. Let A be a complete, topological ring with identity and kft 
ideal neighborhoods of zero. Suppose that the radical R(A) of A is closed and 
splits. Furthermore assume that A contains a set v f  matrix units { gij : i, j 5 1;. 
Then the Malcev theorem holds for A, whenever it is true for at least one qf thr 
rings gt-+r, . 
Proof. I f  .-I contains 3 set of matrix units, then J/K contains a set 
! 1,) : i, j E I$ of matrix units. Let Hr , Hz be two different complements of the 
r-adical R(A) in the categor-y of topological rings: .-I := HI + R =- IZI, - R. 
Then, due to the splitting, If, , respectively H, , contains a set of matrix units 
{e,, : i, iE I], {f,, : i,.jtIj, respectively, mapping onto {gzj : i, j E 1) under 
the canonical map. By (4) there exists an n, E R(A) such that 
(1 - 4 e,(l ~ d f, for all i E I, 
where r?r is the quasi-inverse of n, . As i3 has left ideal neighborhoods and 
the set {e,, =- el,ei : i ~1) is summable, the set {fil(l - nl) eli : i E Zj is 
summable in A. TVe define 
u =- C { fil(l ~ nJ eli : i EI} r= 1 - n 
with some n E R(A). The last equality holds, since u = i(R). The inverse of u 
is equal to u-r =- C {e,,( 1 -- 12r) fii : i E I), since 
e,dl -- %).Lf,dl - nd el, e,,(l --- fil) fil(l - nl) e,, = eile,,e,, ~~ e, . 
Similarly one shows ftl(l - q) e,,e,,(l - Qf,, m- J; . As u-l : i(R) and 
uu-1 = u-1~ :=- 1, we knola.7 u-~ r (I -- II), where fl is the quasi-inverse of 11. 
Nest we observe: 
for 
Clearly H3 = (1 -~~ 12) Il,(l -~ 12) is also a complement of K in 2-I, i.e., 
.-I ~~ H3 -(- R. By construction II, has the same matrix units {f!, : i,j k: Ij 
as II, . 
\Ye define a closed subring H of il as in (8) 
B = )b~.-1 :b -~{fklaflk,a~A}[. 
-4s was shown in (lo), the radical of U splits, and Hj = d(j;ff,fij, 
Hi :: O(,flHr,fl), respectively., are complements of R(B) in B. By hypothesis, 
hv (7) and (IO(b)) there exists an m t R(B) such that 
(1 - M) H;(l -- m) = H; (7 
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where iii is the quasi-inverse of WZ. We introduce a new topology Z on J 
which, however, in general will not be a ring topology. A neighborhood basis 
of zero will be given by the right ideals 
U(F) = (a E A :fia -:: 0, for i EF), 
where I’ runs over all finite subsets of the index set 1. As I = C {fi : i E I) 
we have n{U(F) : F C 1) =; (0). Th e element m which generates the inner 
automorphism of (*) commutes with all ,f, by the construction of B. Hence 
(1 - VZ) U(F)( 1 - 1%) C U(F) f  or all finite subsets F C I, and the automor- 
phism generated by m is continuous w.r.t. 1. 
Let 
N, = C {h,,Jij : ;, j E I) : hij E N; 
i 
and llij = 0 for almost all i 
for k =m 2, 3, then we claim rr, is dense in F1,% for k = 2, 3 w.r.t. the topology 
a. ‘To show this, we take e.g. h E Hz , and let h, ~= C {fJzfjL : lz EI] and 
h’ -:= C {h,fij : j E I> where hzj F i 0 only for i E F, for some finite subset F 
of I; then h’ = x (f,hf, : j E I}, where f,/lf * 0 only for i E F. Now h’ E g2 
andf/((h - h’) = flLh -fi;(Cf$fj) -f,h - f,$ Cfj =flL?z -f,$ = 0. Hence 
h’ t lz j- U(F) and EIa is dense in H2 . As m commutes with all f,, , 
(I -- m) Jlj3(1 - m) = H2 . By the continuity and the density of 12,. in H, 
for h 2, 3, we conclude (1 - WZ) H:J 1 - a) := HP . Using again that ~1, 
ifi commute with {fij : i, j E I> vve finally get 
(1 - m)(l - n) Hl( 1 - u)(l - m) = II2 . 
12 COROLLARY. Let A be a complete topological ying with identity and left 
ideal neighborhoods of zero which is art algebra oaer a field K. Suppose the 
radical of A ir closed and splits. I f  A confams a set of matrix units (gij : i, j E I) 
suck that g,Ag,/g,Rg, v  K, then the dlalcev theorem is true-for .4. 
Proof. The ring g,Ag, is an algebra over R and has an identity, namely g, . 
Hence we may assume K Cg,/ilg, . By our assumption K is a complement of 
g,Rgl in g1-41gi . Since A has left ideal neighborhoods of zero, g,;il~, has left 
ideal neighborhoods of zero hence so has g1-4G~l/glRg1 2 S, which means 
g,r3g,/ g,Kg, is discrete. Hence K is a complement of the radical R( g,dgl) 
in the category of topological rings. Each algebra complement of R(g,AgJ 
in g,&, contains the identity g, , hence I\‘. Thus it is equal to K. This, 
however, means g,Rg, has only one complement in gizl~~r which is also a 
subalgebra and the hypothesis of theorem (11) is trivially satisfied. 
13 LEMMA. Let S be a system of wz linear eyuations in n unknowns, 0 .< n. 
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In G Z, zcith coejicients in a field F. Supp ose S has a solution in a jietd I, wlriclr 
is an extension of F, then S also has a srn’ution in F. 
\‘,-c \\ill omit the proof of this lemma. 
Proof. \!‘e consider .-I with respect to the discrete topology-. By ‘Theorem 5 
we may assume that zd has an identity and that AIR is simple, i.e., 
where S is a simple ring. As the identity of d is contained in S we ma\ 
assume F is contained in the center % of S. By assumption % is a finite, 
separable extension ofF ([ I], Th. 2 1, p. 44). Let Z = F(s) and L = F( y1 ,..., y,J 
a root field of the irreducible polynomial of the primitive element x. Then 
and each summand S, CaP(z/6) L is central simple over L. The stem field F(y,) 
is the center of the algebra S, which is isomorphic to S over F. By- ([Z], 
Corollary 2a, p. 85, Th. 2, p. 87) we have: 
Let E be a splitting field of finite degree over L, then we obtain 
and each of the algebras S, gjF(Ui) B is a matrix ring over E. In order to show 
that the Malcev theorem is true for the algebra *i2 (gF B, we may assume that 
d OF E = S, @jFcYI) E + R OF E 
by Theorem 5. Kow we are ready to apply corollary 12, and conclude that the 
Malcev theorem is true for the E ~- algebra A OF E. The following lemma 
w-ill finish the proof. 
1.5 Imm.~. Let A be an algebra z&h identity over a field F and suppose 
that the radical in A splits semi-direct&. Let HI , II2 he two romplements of the 
radical in A 
.J =-: HI + Ii H, +R. 
Suppose there exists afield extension E of F such that A = (A <x)r B);‘(R @>r E) 
is semi-simple and$nite dimensional over E. Furthermore assume that the renter 
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<?f eacli simplefactor i7, qf il is e,( I 8 E) ul ere ei is the idetrtity of ?i? . Then the h 
complenzents Iii , i : 1, 2, are conjugate under ax imer automorphism generated 
hy au element in the radical R(A), whenever the algehvas Iii 6JF E, i = 1, 2, 
NIP conjugate by an imer automorphism generated by an element Of R B)F E. 
Pwof. By- hypothesis the canonical projection f  : A + A/R has two right 
inverses si , such that F,(~,I/R) = Z1, , for i =- 1, 2. The dimension of Iii , 
1, 2, is finite over F, since dim, H, mm dim, (H, 0 E) = dim, il -c’ wz 
bv assumption. 1,ct {a ( : i -= I,..., n) be a basis of Hr over F’, then the map,o,f 
inaps II1 isomorphically onto CIz . Hence bi = g&a,), i = l,..., z, is a basis 
for II, over F. I,et {r, : j i; .I] be a basis of R over F, then them exist elements 
c’, i = F such that 
h, = ai f c {u>c, : j E j(i)) for i == l,..., n, 
and J(i) a finite subset of J. The lemma will be proved if we can show that the 
following system of equations 
(7 
has a solution in R. 
(I ~ x) a, = b,(l - x) 
We will denote again by ai , b, , c, the bases over E in A ~9~ E corresponding 
to the bases introduced above. By hypothesis there exists an inner automor- 
phsim h,,, of A @E generated by an element m E R @E such that 
h,,,(lfl f@ E) = IJ, @ E. The inverse of Iz,~ is denoted by h,x . We consider 
the following diagram: 
By construction we have (g,f @ I)(a,) == 6, . Kest we define the map 
h : .-I cy, E-• z1 0 E by h : (gzf erg 1) h, . In the following we will write 
fiz , . f  instead of c”, o @] 1, f  0 1. Then the restriction and corestriction of h to 
N, I$ E is an automorphism of Hz 0 E. Denote by Aj i = I,.,., m the simple 
factors of (--I (;_‘I E)/(R Q E) and bv P, the identities of these factors. In order _ 
to show that h / E-l, @ E leaves the center of II2 @ E invariant it suffices by 
our hypothesis to show that h(g,(l?li)) := f,(x,) for i = I,..., m, and hence 
h(gJp,)) =~ gp(&,). But this is clear since 
h(g,(&) = g,fh,g,(A,) = gzfgA%) = g,(4), 
since the inner automorphism Iziii is generated by an element in the kernel ofj- 
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and&, = I(A~~E)/(R~E) . Now we may apply an immediate corollary of the 
theorem of Skolem-Noether ([2], Th. 1, p. 110) an conclude that there exists d 
an inner automorphism h.,, generated I~!, an element CI’ of II, @I R such that 
h H, f;‘, E Cl,,, I3? ‘21 R. By construction i7,,,h,r,(a,) h n, ~- 2 z’,‘c, . 
i.e., module R 85 I< the inner automorphisni h,,, induces the identit! inap. 
Hence f(a’) is contained in the ccntcr of _ 1. ‘l’hus R~(,[(N’)) is in the ccntc~- of 
H, (?) E and the inner automorphistli /I,, generated by N Q’( ,~J’((I’)) 1 
agrees with h,, on Hz go B. Hence ~1.c still have h,,h,,,(a,) 6, but also 
f(a) = 1 which means a m= 1 Y Cth I- 1 {rick : k G J(k)), J(k) finite and 
rl, E E. If  we define (1 -- Y) (1 - Y)( 1 ~ nz), then s c R (3 I:’ and also 
satisfies the equations 
(1 - .x) a, : b,(l --- x). 
Replacing Y by C rPcg and b, by a, +- 1 Z’~JC, yields the equations 
These finitely manv vector equations correspond to a finite sy-stem of linear 
equations with coefficients in K, which has a solution in R, namelv the Y’~‘s. 
Thus by Lemma 13 there exists a solution u yP C njc, c R, satisfying the 
equations (*). This finishes the proof. 
I6 THEOREM. Let A be a compact riq and suppose the radical in .1 splits. 
Then any two complements of the radicul irr &-I arc conjugate by an inner auto- 
morphism generated by an element in the radcui. 
Proqf. Let HI , H, be two complements of R(A) and pi , e, the idcntitics 
of H, , Hz respectively. By Corollary 4 applied to the sets ei and e, there 
exists an inner automorphism gcncrated by an element in the radical mapping 
e,Ae, onto e,Ae, . Taking this into account we may assume --1 has an idcntit!-. 
But then ,2 is totally- disconnected ([IO], Th. 1, p. 447) and hence has ideal 
neighborhoods of zero. For compact rings with ideal neighborhoods of zero 
the proof will be given together with the proof of the next theorem. 
17 THEOREM. Let il be a linear@ compact r& with idea/ neighborhoods of 
zero which is an algebra over a fi‘eld K. Supp ose ,-I splits over its vudical semi- 
directly and the simple factors of il!R are j?nite dimensional, separable algebras 
o7;er K. Then any two complements of the radical are conjtgate under an inner 
automorphism generated b3, au element of the radical. 
Remark. In the light of ([12], 4.3 and ‘Ih. 16) one can formulatc a similar 
theorem for strictly- linearly compact algebras (for definitions see [f 11, p. 246). 
As this would be somewhat length!. we shall not explicitly spell it out. 
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Pwof. Bp ([/I], Th. 12, 13, p. 258) a/R(A) is isomorphic to a product of 
simple rings with identities {F, : i ~11. By ([12], 1.15, p. 297) the radical in .-I 
is closed. Furthermore any complement of the radical actually is a complement 
of the radical in the category of topological rings ([a], [24]). By these remarks 
the hypotheses of Theorem 5 are satisfied and we may assume A is a primary 
ring with identity. By ([7], [20]? [2-i’]) A is a matrix ring over a completely 
pAmar!- ring B. Now we are ready to apply Theorem 1 I, which assures us 
that the Malcev theorem is true for A, whenever it is true for the ring B. 
In case U is compact B is an algebra over a field GF(p) ([8], Th. 6) and any 
ring complement of the radical is a finite dimensional algebra over this field. 
\Vith this and the hypothesis of Theorem 17 in mind, the Malcev theorem 
will be true for the ring B by Theorem 14. 
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